
Building Trust in the Big/Little Relationship







Intro:
Trust is an integral of a relationship. Without it, any relationship is a meaningless dance- a ritual, performed to 
satisfy an imposed objective with no chance of having any beneficial results.

Trust takes on even more significance in a Mentoring relationship because often the people may not know each 
other well. The time is short, stakes are high and the pressure intense. Yes, mentor and mentee share success 
stories but also many confessions about their failures and blunders. They reveal many details of their lives and 
share secrets not open to anyone else.

The mentees must trust the mentors because they are their guide, who shines a light into a dark path, strewn 
with sharp pebbles. In turn, mentees also have to be trustworthy, themselves, to get the most out of the 
partnership.

Since the partners do not have a lifetime of relationship, trust has to be developed quickly.



Shared Experiences/Values/Interests:
It is most likely that the people you trust are those that you have spent a lot of time with or 
have had a shared experience; a family member or a class mate from school or college. It is the 
same idea of building trust between a mentor and mentee. I always begin by sharing quality 
time with a potential mentee, particularly trying to identify and relate to common experiences. 
The details of the business will come later. Explore those areas where your values do mesh.

Clear Communication:
Kids want to know what is going on. Give specific details and times about what you are going to 
do. Tell them early what the plan is, communicate it to the parent, review it when you get 
together, and constantly update them.



Prove Loyalty in Word and Deed:
One of the most important steps in building trust is to do what you say you will do. Even if it is 
a small thing, when you make a promise, you must keep it.

Promises made and promises kept result in positive work outcomes. They also cements the 
belief that you will be dependable in the long-term.

Sometimes you cannot keep a promise you’ve made, explain face-to-face why you cannot do as 
you said you would. If your promise was a major one, you may need to make a new promise to 
make up for it. Be sure to keep this new promise, no matter what! Your word better be your 
bond.



Tell the Truth:
Honesty is really is the best policy. The most important time to tell the truth is when a white lie 
or avoidance would be more convenient. Besides truth and regular communications it is 
important to be transparent and consistent.

Share your Opinion: not just hard facts. Your opinions, full of doubts and vulnerabilities 
rather than cold facts, actually encourages trust.

Loyalty in the face of adversity: New Ventures are a pit full of problems. Adversity in the 
form of things not working out will come often enough. It is important that you stand by the 
mentee especially when the chips are down. Make sure that the mentee knows that your 
unconditional support is always available.



Be Vulnerable: People need to prove themselves to be trustworthy. Prior 
references help, but people must prove with their actions that they can be 
trusted.

Mutual work productivity: Help out in small and big things. This is especially 
helpful during some kind of crisis.

Hold Them Accountable: Kids desire and succeed w/ discipline. Discipline and 
Standards build trust. You are not their parent, but you must still be indulgent 
and permissive with the best intentions for your mentee. Above all, you do not 
mean or want to do any harm. So, it is important to keep reinforcing the concept, 
“As your Big, I am your greatest critic and your greatest cheerleader.”







Tips For Helping w/ Reading:
Accuracy: Don’t know letters or sounds: Phonetics (linking chart), read 
books at their level to gain confidence and gradually push them, break 
down words into parts/syllables, talk about word families (prefixes and 
suffixes), teach grade level sight words.



Tips For Helping w/ Reading:
Comprehension: Doesn’t understand what is happening: 
1. Make connections to their life? Have you been to the park? The museum, the lake, etc…  Does that happen at 

your school? Has that ever happened at your house? Does your baby brother cry? Has that ever happened at 
your school?

2. Ask frequent page by page questions (What did the character wear? Where were they at? What did characters 
do on the previous page? What do you think will happen next? How is the character feeling? 

3. Make Mind Movies: Have them imagine out loud what they read, if they can not do it model it for them. 
4. What’s Important? Ask them to identify the key details from what they read.
5. Make predictions about what happens next.
6. Have them describe (Physically and Psychologically) the character of the story to you in their own words. Make 

them show you in the book where they got that detail if they are both right or wrong.
7. Read out Loud!
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